In demand. Harvard professor Jonathan Farley, left, and post-doctoral fellow Anthony Harkin see a growing demand for mathematicians in Hollywood. AP Published in ‘Florida Today’

1. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician

   Boston Globe -
   http://www.boston.com/news/local/massachusetts/articles/2005/05/01/harvard_professor_offers_services_as_hollywood_mathematician/

   Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

2. They make sure things all add up in the movies

   NorthJersey.com -
   http://www.northjersey.com/page.php?qstr=eXJpcnk3Zjc3N2Y3dnFIZUVFeXkxNzcmZmdizWw3Zjd2cWVIRUV5eTY2OTA1NTEmeJpcnk3Zjc3N2Y3dnFIZUVFeXk1

   Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

3. Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz
Harvard Professor Offers Services As Hollywood Mathematician to Make Films Accurate

4. Mathematicians hit Hollywood

Florida Today –

Complete FLORIDA TODAY coverage delivered to your door. Subscribe now. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

5. Farley co-founds consulting


Last year’s recipient of the Harvard Foundation’s Distinguished Scientist Award...Jonathan Farley ’91, has recently added one more credit to his resume: Hollywood consultant.

6. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician


Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician. Inspired by the box-office success of math-themed movies like "A Beautiful Mind" and "Good Will Hunting," Farley figured there was a growing demand in Hollywood for experts who can make sure the numbers add up on the screen.

7. 'Numb3rs' counts on Harvard professor

Fort Wayne Journal Gazette -
http://www.fortwayne.com/mld/journalgazette/living/11551317.htm

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley, left, and post-doctoral fellow Anthony Harkin see a growing demand for their expertise in Hollywood. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. – Harvard
professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a **Hollywood** mathematician.

8. **Professor Offers Services As Mathematician**


9. **Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz**


   Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a **Hollywood** mathematician.

10. **Professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician**


    CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a **Hollywood** mathematician.

11. **Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician**


    CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a **Hollywood** mathematician.

12. **Professor Offers Services As Mathematician**
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

13. Professor offers services as mathematician

14. Professor offers services as mathematician

15. Professor offers services as mathematician

16. Professors help Hollywood get its numbers straight

17. Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz
Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

18. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician

   Canada.com -

    CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

19. Harvard prof is Hollywood's mathematician

   Canada.com -

   CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -- Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

20. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician


    Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

21. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician


    Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.

22. Professor offers services as mathematician


    CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.